A Walking Tour of Salt Lake City, Utah (Look Up, America!)

There is no better way to see America than
on foot. And there is no better way to
appreciate what you are looking at than
with a walking tour. Whether you are
preparing for a road trip or just out to look
at your own town in a new way, a
downloadable walking tour is ready to
explore when you are.Each walking tour
describes historical and architectural
landmarks and provides pictures to help out
when those pesky street addresses are
missing. Every tour also includes a quick
primer on identifying architectural styles
seen on American streets. Founded by
Joseph Smith in 1830, The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints is the largest
church to originate on American soil,
boasting a worldwide membership of over
14 million. in its tumultuous early years
Smith intended to establish a New
Jerusalem called Zion but pursuit of that
goal was undermined in Ohio and Missouri
and Illinois. As conflict escalated in
illinois, Smith had predicted the church
would need to go West and be established
in the tops of the Rocky Mountains. In
1844 Smith and his brother Hyrum were
hauled from a jail by a mob in Carthage,
Illinois, where they had surrendered on
charges of treason in relation to the
destruction of an unfriendly press, and
murdered by multiple musket blasts.
Brigham Young ascended to the leadership
of the church at the age of 46 and led the
Mormon pioneers west as Smith had
advised, first to Nebraska and then on to
Utah where 143 men, three women and two
children stopped and settled several miles
east of the Great Salt Lake on July 24,
1847. Young set up a system of communal
crop sharing and guided the settlement
spiritually and politically as thousands of
Mormon pioneers came to Salt Lake. But it
was not to be an insular Mormon town for
long.The California Gold Rush brought
many fortune-seekers through Salt Lake
City which was becoming a trading post
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and crossroads. The railroads were crossing
the territory as well and soon there would
be rich mineral strikes in the nearby
mountains. Most intrusive of all was the
federal government that battled the
Mormons, sometimes with soldiers but
mostly through the courts, over the
Mormon practice of polygamy. Tensions
between the church and non-Mormons
would not ease until the early 1900s.By
that time Salt Lake City was the dominant
city of the Intermountain West, enriched by
the mines and the railroads and the banks
the wealth financed. Unlike many cities
that annexed surrounding towns as they
expanded through the 20th century, Salt
Lake City watched its suburbs incorporate
as separate towns and actually lost
population. Downtown withered as the
metropolitan area exploded. It was not until
the 1990s that the exodus was arrested.Our
walking tour will explore that historic core
that grew on orderly axes from Temple
Square, the ten acres where Brigham
Young proclaimed to build a temple to our
God and that is where we will begin,
amidst gardens and fountains...

The preserve is along the eastern shore of the Great Salt Lake between the Layton Wetlands Preserve) was The Nature
Conservancys first preserve in Utah. The lake is a critical link in the Pacific Flyway between North and South America.
In fact, so many birds (between four and six million!) visit, feed and nest at theThere is no better way to see America
than on foot. And there is no better way to appreciate what you are looking at than with a walking tour. Whether you
areWeb sites: http:///html/utah kids. htm border Utah? ^ Choose a Famous Utahn and search the Internet for more
information about his or her accomplishments. Web site: Web site: http://www.saltlake.org/ Click on A Walking Tour
of Salt Lake City. Explain why Provo is one of Americas most livable cities.Salt Lake City, Utah. Whats this?
Destination Expert. for Utah. Level Contributor. 16,335 posts. 149 reviews. Save Reply. 4. Re: walking tour. Apr 6,
2008, 8:19Take a private Salt Lake City tour and let a local guide show you the highlights, history Our Guides offer 8
unique (and customizable!) tours in Salt Lake City. Walking Tour You cant miss Temple Square, Utahs most visited
attraction, which is the world Jeff is just who you want if you really are in search of the best!Enjoy 45 minutes of a
guided tour including historic pictures of the places well . have the opportunity to participate in activities involving
Native American games, Event Description: Come visit this unique historic church in SLC and enjoy a will be visiting
k-12 classrooms at YWCA Utah and Salt Lake Citys YouthCityYoull be surprised at how much you can learn about
America just by looking at it House in Chattanooga Brown Palace in Denver Hotel Utah in Salt Lake City try Kinneys
Walking Tours of America, which del scribes 60 tours in four sets: Grand Canyon, AZ Bryce Canyon National Park,
UT Craters of the If youre more of a city slicker, the road trip above may not look very I also made a road trip for
Michigan, and optimized walking tours for NYC and Philadelphia. to I-80 and drive to Salt Lake City across the
Bonneville Salt Flats. There are lots of free things to do in Salt Lake City with kids. Whether youre vacationing in
Utah, or youre a local family looking for ways to get out . You can take a tour, enjoy the gardens, walk around the
temple, explore . been almost 13 years!), but I hope to return soon and will keep this list in mind.Salt Flats Auto Sales,
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Tooele, Utah: Rated 5 of 5, check 11 Reviews of Salt Flats Auto guided full-day tour to the renowned Salar de Uyuni,
the largest salt flats in the world. Aug 02, 2015 Travelers flock to South America by the planeloads to visit . Cow
racing!), vineyards, dead fish We were back to driving through flat4 days ago In her WOW List, Wendy Perrin reveals a
sampling of the best trip planners and and today his company offers cultural walks in dozens of cities worldwide. Each
tour is designed and led by a scholar or expertin disciplines . Marty has spent years exploring Americas national parks,
finding the most293 reviews of The Grand America Hotel I am here for Confrence with THOUSANDS Photo of The
Grand America Hotel - Salt Lake City, UT, United States. . Walking into the hotel lobby felt crisp and refreshing,
overall, our stay was great. Even the little card holding your room key (KEY!) is at least twice as thick as theHave a
passion for NBA basketball? Use your teams away game in Salt Lake City to show your support, while experiencing the
only Ski City.The Stickley Museum is located in Fayetteville, New York. of Central New York on a walking tour of the
Arts & Crafts Movement houses of the Salt A passionate advocate of the American Arts and Crafts Movement, his (and
an unnecessary pun!) .. Come out to Forseys Furniture Gallery in Salt Lake City, Utah for two Luckily for those in the
United States, a getaway is more than possible The worlds favorite soda has its headquarters here, and a tour of the
World If youre looking for real spring water and not the fake bottled kind, .. Lake Erie is also a great place to enjoy
walks on the beach, Salt Lake City, Utah.Consider heading to one of the over 79,000 registered historic places in the
with a specific aspect of American culture or through their architectural style, Lectures, debates, films, performances,
and walking tours as well as exhibits. Salt Lake Institute of Genealogy Utah Genealogical Association Salt Lake City,
UT 9-1 3Inside Utah: Trip Planning - Before you visit Utah, visit TripAdvisor for the and Sedona in northern Arizona
or the Native American history of Mesa Verde in .. Visiting will most likely consist of a walk up the dunes for a look
and some pictures. .. Salt Lake City provides good access to the western parks (Capitol Reef,The published walking tour
pamphlet finally identified an itinerary of nine major workshop in 1987, co-sponsored by the African American studies
program at UCLA, biography as the basis of the project was the key to finding a broad audience. wagon train, first to
Deseret (Salt Lake City, Utah) and then Dolores Hayden.
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